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Abstract—Neural network is information processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological nervous system process information like brain. It acts as a powerful modelling when the resulting outcome is unknown. In this paper we are using neural network in order to estimate most miscellaneous issues of software engineering such as testing, security etc. Neural network can recognize and learn mutual relationship between input data sets and corresponding target values. It has been one of the technologies used during software implementation & testing phase of SDLC. It has adaptive nature which makes it to learn by example. Objective of this paper is to present a feasible way of combining software engineering & neural network for achieving higher accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Software engineering is the branch that is used to solve the problems like cost, maintenance, quality, timeliness by producing good software within budget. Its primary aim is to produce software quickly & release it into the market under the deadline. It is used to develop software for resolving various issues for various purposes like testing, security, maintenance, cost estimation, time & effort estimation. Today people are expecting high quality software with minimum cost, this is the main objective of Software engineering. The role software applications play in today’s antagonistic computer environment is very important. It is not remarkable to discover that software applications running the transportation systems, communication systems, medical equipment, banking systems, domestic appliances and other technologies that we depend on.

1.2 REASONS FOR USING SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
To prevent any type of cyber attack is indispensable, because a single attack may destroy the security of computer system. It is used to develop Software for resolving various issues for various purposes like testing, security, maintenance, cost estimation, time & effort estimation. It becomes very costly to resolve these issues at later stage of system development life cycle (SDLC) than when it is integrated during the early stage of SDLC. Today people are expecting high quality software with minimum cost, this is the main objective of Software Engineering. Neural Network may be used in order to estimate most miscellaneous issues of Software Engineering such as security.

1.3 APPLICATIONS OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
a) System Software
b) Real Time Software
c) Artificial Intelligence Software
d) Web Based Software
e) Business Software
f) Engineering and Scientific Software
g) Embedded Software
h) Personal Computer Software

1.4 SOFTWARE METRIC
Software metric is used to measure some property of a piece of software or its specifications. For example reliability, usability, maintainability, cohesion coupling etc. The purpose is to obtain deeper insights into how a metrics program can be useful in managing and improving software organization. It is useful for decision making of software managers. These metrics provide ways to evaluate the quality of software. The neural network in matlab is used for predictions of these features and predict by simulating the neural network.
1.5 SECURITY
Now a day’s technology is getting very advance. People are using laptops to access various applications and software to make their life easy and simple. But one malicious attack is able to spoil private & crucial information. To gain access to user resources, system security is very important procedure. Recently among many access control mechanisms, authentication has become an important issue. Password authentication is very common mechanism that is widely used to authenticate an authorized user. Security is not only a unique feature of the software, but also an important part of the software. While using the advance technology one must be ensure about the security of their system for example, Is the system secure enough to keep the crucial data. If software is not secure then all its operations can exhibit to attacks

II. NEURAL NETWORK
A neural network (NN) is powerful data modelling tool that is able to capture & represent intricate input-output. Research of neural network get started in 1940. Its techniques are based on the principle of learning from historical data. NN technology gives a computer system an amazing throughput to actually learn from input data. Its motivation is to develop artificial system that could perform intellect tasks similar to human brain. They are built from large number of simple processing elements that personally deals with a huge problem. A software tool (MATLAB) was used to process neural network.

Neural network techniques theory has been receiving significant attention. The main characteristics of NN are that they have the ability to learn complex nonlinear input-output relationship. Artificial neural network (ANN) is a network of neurons & set of processing elements & weighted connections. Processing element is component of neural network where computations are performed. Processing element simply multiply an input by a set of weights & a nonlinearly transforms the result into an output value.

Here input nodes represent the independent variable, hidden layer amends the data & output layer define the target or dependent variable [18].

2.1 APPLICATIONS
1. Discover trends in time series data.
3. Travelling Sale man’s Problem
4. Medicine, Electronic Nose, Security, and Loan Applications.
5. Image compression, Stock market prediction.
6. Intelligent searching
7. Fraud detection
8. Quality control, Process modelling & control
9. Travelling salesman’s problem
10. Monitoring the condition of machinery
11. Engine management
2.2 ADVANTAGES OF NEURAL NETWORKS
1. NN can perform the task that a linear program is unable to execute.
2. Because of their parallel nature, it can continue without any problem even if an element of the nn fails.
3. A neural network learns and does not require to be reprogrammed.
4. It can be implemented in any application without any difficulty.
5. NN can discover all possible, complex nonlinear relationships between input and outputs.
6. NN does not require excessive statistical training.
7. In economic or in financial modelling they can be synthesized without making use of the detailed, explicit knowledge of the underlying process.

2.3 DISADVANTAGES
1. NN are complex to design & model analytically.
2. It is not capable of solving the classic exclusive-or (XOR) problems.
3. It requires training to function & training cases should be consistent.
4. The architecture of NN is distinct from the architecture of microprocessors therefore requires to be imitated.
5. For large NN’s high processing time is needed.
6. For supervised learning results must be known in advance.
7. If the set of requested consequences changed, the net must be retrained
8. Limited or noisy training data may result in unpredictable & absurd output.

III. BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM
A neural network is manipulated by supervised learning method, the back propagation algorithm on a set of test cases applied to the original version of the system. Back propagation means “backward propagation of errors”. It is useful for the networks that have no feedback & connection loops. This algorithm is capable of handling large learning problems with more parameters & more complicated technologies. This algorithm is a way to train hidden units, just what need to do? It can train any number of layers, any pattern of connectivity that permits a partial ordering of the nodes from input to output is allowed. Multilayer network overcomes the
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**Fig 1.2: Example of back propagation algorithm**

Limitation of single layer network. The second layer also learns the feature of the first layer & learns to identify simple shapes such as rectangle. Each higher layer is used to learn more & more about the features that can be used to classify the image.
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**Fig 1.3: Phases of Back propagation algorithm**

In this algorithm error propagates backward from output nodes to input nodes. It calculates how the error changes as each weight is increased or decreased slightly.

IV. PURPOSE OF MATLAB TOOLS
Matlab stands for matrix laboratory that is required tool for the work that we do in our lab. Matlab portraits the commands & subroutines that might be commonly used by mathematicians. Matlab allows matrices manipulation , plotting of functions & data , implementation of algorithms, creation of user or interfaces, interfacing with programs written in other languages including C, C++, java , Forton. Matlab supports developing applications with graphical user interface features. Now a day’s matlab is used in education & many other domains. It allows users to solve problems accurately & produce code efficiently.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Neural networks are better than computer for processing of sensorial data such as pattern recognition, voice recognition. Neural network is act like brain which is a key to smart & complex vision systems for research applications. Back propagation algorithm is used to measure the error which is back propagate to the network to get the desired output. Security is essential measure to authenticate a user, so as to prevent unauthorized persons to get your private data. So neural network is used as a better way which has remarkable degree of fault tolerance.
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